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Sound Projections User Testimonials
The island of Midway tested all types of battery powered PA systems over a 4 month period. They chose
the Sound Machine because of the high quality workmanship. They knew it was going to last for a long
time.
Rick, Hawaii.

Bryan and I set up the Sound Machine with companion speaker in a middle school gymnasium this
morning that was full of students. It was amazing – sound quality and volume was great – more than
adequate. You should have seen the look on the principal and assistant principal’s faces. They asked,
“Is all of that sound coming from just those two speakers?” I said, “Absolutely.”
Tom D., Educational Technology Solutions

I have been auctioneering for over 17 years and have used many different systems. The Sound Machine
is by far the most superior system of them all. Nothing is as good or as solid.
Andy Raber, Auctioneer

On another note: last week did an event in Beaumont. 40-50 MPH winds. My main unit was blown over.
From the top of the tripod to the ground…KABOOM! Proud to say SP took a licking and kept on ticking.
Eric Tracy, Mulligan Man

I am a better teacher because of my sound projections system! It has not only saved my voice but at the
end of every teaching day I still have energy and passion for my job. I cannot imagine teaching without it.
In fact since purchasing my system I have used it every day for over 7 years. Every summer I have John
service it to ensure that it is in primo working condition. He takes good care of my system in a
professional and timely manner. I know that if I ever have a problem that I can get it fixed in record time.
Though at present I have not had any issues with my system.
Tina DeLarosa, Physical Education Specialists

I have used the Sound Machine system for my saxophone and music playback, in small rooms and
outdoor venues, over the last 12 years. Being a musician, I have used several different PA systems.
This system is the best of all the portable sound systems out there.
Vaughan Carter - Musician, Dallas, TX
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“The Sound Machine has been a solid investment for us and continues to yield great results for our band
program. We have been using the Sound Machine for the past three seasons now and find it to be a
powerful tool that enhances our rehearsal productivity. The sound produced by the Sound Machine is
clear powerful and includes a full spectrum of highs, middles, and lows. As a result, the teaching staff can
be easily heard by students all over the field without any of the painful side effects typical of more piercing
PA systems. Additionally, the ability to change transmitter frequencies as needed ensures that we can
always use the Sound Machine without outside frequency interference, regardless of where we are
traveling. If you are looking to improve your ability to communicate from the tower to your students, the
Sound Machine is the system for you.”
Brian Britt, School of Music – University of Oklahoma

“The Sound Machine has been a solid investment for us and continues to yield great results for our band
program. We have been using the Sound Machine for the past three seasons now and find it to be a
powerful tool that enhances our rehearsal productivity. The sound produced by the Sound Machine is
clear powerful and includes a full spectrum of highs, middles, and lows. As a result, the teaching staff can
be easily heard by students all over the field without any of the painful side effects typical of more piercing
PA systems. Additionally, the ability to change transmitter frequencies as needed ensures that we can
always use the Sound Machine without outside frequency interference, regardless of where we are
traveling. If you are looking to improve your ability to communicate from the tower to your students, the
Sound Machine is the system for you.”
Carl Collins - Director University of Kentucky Wildcat Marching Band

